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Abstract. In the present paper we make some contributions to the

emerging eld of so-called ontological engineering. In detail, we discuss the principles underlying knowledge acquisition from an axiomaticdeductive point of view. Then we turn to the notion of an ontology and
the connection between ontology and knowledge systems. An ontology
comprises ontologically basic relations such as membership, part-whole
and inherence. The ontological basic entities are divided into Urelemente
and sets, the Urelemente are in turn either individuals or universals. Foremost among the individuals are substances, moments and situations. We
outline a knowledge modelling language called GOL, for (General Ontological Language), and we compare it to other languages of this sort.

1 Introduction
In recent years AI research has been developing notions of ontology that play a
signi cant role in knowledge representation and reasoning. Ontologies are generally held to provide de nitions for the terms used to represent knowledge. Any
sentence, that is not a tautology and that is true of the conceptualisation specifying a domain of discourse, is suitable for inclusion in an ontology. An ontology
could be considered as an integral part of a declarative knowledge representation language. During the last few years a growing interest in the design, use,
and sharing of ontologies has been observed. Work in this area obviously incorporates formal knowledge representation with practical implemented systems.
Nowadays, this new emerging eld of ontological engineering is a craft rather
than a science. One reason is that there is no foundation and de nition of the
main concepts and methodologies that govern the development of ontologies.
There is even no clear idea of what an ontology is, see [26].
In the present paper the ontological foundations of modelling, acquisition and
representation of knowledge will be discussed. Our approach is guided by some
central ideas: the ontological aspects of knowledge, the hierarchical structure of
knowledge, and the axiomatic-deductive method.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the phases of knowledge acquisition inspired by the axiomatic-deductive method. In section 3 we will
discuss the notion of an ontology and its relation to knowledge systems. Section
4 is devoted to the analysis of important ontological basic relations and entities,
in particular to the set-mereological aspects of the world. Section 5 describes the

rst draft of an ontological modelling language extending KIF and similar languages such as F-logic in a conservative manner. A number of concrete examples
are collected section 6.

2 Logical Principles of Knowledge Acquisition
Common-sense knowledge and reasoning is at the center of AI because a human
being always starts from a situation in which the information available to him
has a common-sense character. Although mathematical models of the traditional
kind are contained, at least partially, in common sense, it seems to be impossible
to reduce common sense to classical mathematical theories based on set theory.
This is for reason of principal: set theory captures only a part of the ontology
of the existing world. In spite of this ontological restriction of mathematics, its
formal methods present an ideal model for any science, in particular for the
evolving science of axiomatic ontology.

2.1 The Axiomatic-Deductive Method
We use the paradigm of the axiomatic-deductive method to analyse the main
aspects of knowledge processing.
This method contains several principles used for the development of knowledge bases and reasoning systems aiming at the foundation, systematization and
formalization of a eld of knowledge associated with a given universe of discourse.
The axiomatic method deals with the description of notions and could be
motivated by the following considerations. A formal knowledge base includes,
on the one hand, entities like primitive notions, de ned notions, and de nitions,
and on the other hand entities like axioms, theorems, and proofs. It would be
ideal if one were able to explain explicitly the meaning of every notion occurring
in the considered domain and to justi y each of its propositions immediately.
When one tries to explain the meaning of a term, however, one necessarily uses
other expressions, and, in turn to explain these expressions, without entering
into a vicious circle, one has to resort to further terms again, and so on. We have
thus the beginning of a process which can never be brought to an end, a process
which can be unterstood as an in nite regress. The situation is quite analogous
for the justi cation of the asserted statements within a knowledge base: for in
order to establish the validity of a statement, it is necessary to refer back to
other statements, which leads again to an in nite regress.
The axiomatic-deductive method contains the necessary principles to solve
this problem. When we set out to construct a given eld of knowledge, we distinguish, rst of all, a certain small group of concepts in this eld that seem
to us a priori understandable or intelligible. The expressions of this group we
call primitive or basic, and we employ them without formally explaining their
meanings via explicite de nitions. At the same time we adopt the principle of
not employing any of the other terms within the eld under consideration, unless
their meaning have rst been determined with the help of the basis notions and
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of such expressions of the eld whose meaning have been previously explained.
The sentence which determines the meaning of a term in this way is called an
explicit de nition.
How, then, can the basic notions be described, how can their meaning be
characterized? From the basic terms, we may construct more complex sentences
which may be understood as descriptions of certain formal interrelations between
the considered notions. Some of these statements are chosen as axioms; we accept them as true without in any way establishing their validity by means of a
proof. By postulating the truth of these sentences we assert that the described
interrelations are considered to be valid and at the same time we de ne the
given notions in a certain sense implicitly; i.e. the meaning of the basic terms is
captured by the axioms. On the other hand, we agree to accept any other statement as true only if we have succeeded in establishing its validity by admissible
deductions. Statements established in this way are called proved statements or
theorems.
The method of establishing a eld of knowledge in accordance with these
principles is called the axiomatic-deductive method. An axiomatic-deductive system is a set of propositions in which each proposition is either one of the set of
initial propositions (a an axiom or \highest-level hypothesis") or it is a proposition (a \lower-level hypothesis") deduced from the set of initial propositions
according to logico-mathematical principles of deduction. In some of the propositions of the system may be propositions about observable concepts (propositions
or relations) which are directly testable against experience.

2.2 Phases of Knowledge Acquisition
In this section we will describe in more detail some further aspects of the
axiomatic-deductive method. Through which cognitive processes do we create
or nd the notions and discover the axioms? The process of knowledge acquisition involves several phases.

Identi cation Phase. In this phase relevant aspects of the problem are uncov-

ered. That means, that takes place the identi cation of all involved persons and
their needs as well as of the problems to be solved and the recources to be used.
The following questions must then be answered: How can the problems be characterized? What are the relevant sub-problems and tasks (components)? What
do the necessary data look like? Which relations exist between the problem components? The result of this identi cation phase takes the form of a requirement
catalogue for the conceptualisation phase.

Conceptualisation Phase. In the conceptualisation phase it is the following

questions which are in the foreground: Which data are available (in contrast to
which data are needed)? Which facts are given, which are derived? How can
sub-problems be de ned and enumerated? In what relationships do the concepts
stand? What does the concrete information ow look like? Which processes are
necessary for the solution of the problems? In addition, questions about the
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granularity of knowledge to be represented are to be clari ed here. The result
of this phase concists in the speci cation of concepts, e.g. classes and relations.
Already in this phase, the development of restricted prototypes for sub-tasks is
very helpful. Here an explanation will be able to be obtained if the theoretically
developed concepts are practically realizable.

Formalisation and Axiomatization Phase. In the formalisation phase the

concepts and relations are expressed in an adequate, formal framework. With
the selection of a rule-based system the domain expert's assessment should be
expressed in IF-THEN rules. An interesting approach is the use of an extended
logic programming system to formalize default rules and non-monotonic reasoning, [22]. In our paper we will prefer the logic programming method. The
formalisation phase can be compared to the generation of a pseudocode in conventional programming techniques. The result of this phase is a knowledge base
representing concepts and rules.

Implementation Phase. In the implementation phase the formalized knowledge is translated into a machine-readable code. The eciency of the design,
developed in the previous phases, can thus be checked through implementation.
With high probability the design will require several revisions.

Test Phase. The implementation test phase merges directly into the test phase.

Besides the tests of the eciency of the prototype, the most frequent error source
is situated in the IF-THEN rules, which are only in the rarest of cases capable of
being considered. The results from the test phase will lead with high probability
to several revisions of the design.
The outcome of the rst three phases is a set of expressions in a formalized language. These present the knowledge in the form of axioms, typically
constituted by rules. This structured system of propositions is called a formal
knowledge base. By a semantical transformation this knowledge has to be translated into an executable program; this transformation can be understood as a
subtask of the implementation phase.

2.3 Levels of a Knowledge Base
A knowledge base usually contains di erent (sometimes hidden) levels of generality. Thus, a knowledge system will make use of a basic logic which provides the
principles of deduction. The basic logic includes all the deductive principles of
the system. Thus none of the latter is speci c to the system itself and the deductive power of the system will be achieved through the addition of the system's
axioms.
The axioms can be classi ed into three main groups, one group consisting of
those axioms required for the basic logic. These logical axioms are true in every
possible world. General ontological axioms are concerned with axioms about the
ontologically basic relations, which will be studied in section 4. They describe
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those laws of the ontologically basic relations and entities which are true in every
part of the world in which they occur. General ontological axioms present what
is sometimes called the top level ontology. Finally, domain-speci c axioms are
tailored to a concrete area of the world. The domain speci c knowledge can be
re ned to further levels, but we consider them, in contrast to the project CYC,
as belonging to the same principal level. These three principal levels are natural,
the re nement of the domain speci c level is rather arbitrary.
In summary, we distinguish the logical level, the general ontological level,
and the domain speci c level. We give some examples of axioms belonging to
di erent levels of generality.

Example 1 (Logical Axioms) {
{ Logical axioms:
{ 8x(P (x) _ :P (x))
{ 9x(D(x) ! 8yD(y))
{ 9x8yD(x; y) ! 8y9xD(x; y).
Example 2 (General ontological axioms) {
{ Axioms of set theory:
8xy9z (8u(u 2 z ! u = x _ u = y).
{ Part-whole relation
8xyz (x  y ^ yz ! xz ).
{ Identity
8xy(x = y ! y = x)
{ Axioms of mereotopology:
\Every line is a boundary of a surface"

Example 3 (Domain-speci c Axioms) {
{ axioms on genetics,
{ certain physical laws etc.

3 Ontologies and Knowledge Systems
In this section we will introduce more precisely the terms 'ontology` and 'conceptualization`, which were used in the previous section in an informal manner.
The term 'ontology` became popular within the knowledge engineering community with the work of Gruber[27], but its usage has remained unclear. There are
several ways to make this notion more precise. We have taken as reference for
our analysis the papers [27], [29] and have added some further clari cations.

3.1 The Notion of Ontology
There are several approaches to de ning the notion of an ontology. We will
discuss those which we will assume in the following. Aristotle de ned metaphysics
(a term corresponding to the term 'ontology') as the science of being as such,
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as contrasted with the special sciences, each of which investigates a certain class
of things and their properties. Ontology considers \all the species of being qua
being and the attributes which belong to it qua being" (Metaphysics, IV,1).
This level of description we call General Ontology, in contrast with the various
Domain Speci c, Special or Regional Ontologies.
In the sequel we assume the following de nition of ontology as a research
area:
Ontology is the science which is aimed at the systematic and axiomatic
development of the theory of all forms and modes of being, [13].
Such a science is obviously a foundation for the development of those knowledge bases called \ontologies" in the AI-communitiy. There are several interpretations of this term in use, we have selected some typical examples.
1. An ontology is an explicit speci cation of a conceptualization.
2. An ontology is a representation of a conceptual system via a logical theory.
3. An (AI)-ontology is a theory of which entities can exist in the mind of a
knowledgeable agent.
4. Ontologies are agreements about shared conceptualizations.
The interpretation 1. was proposed in [25] as a de nition of what an ontology is for the AI-community. The interpretation 2 is formulated in [29] and is
essentially the same as 1. The interpretation 3 refers to ontology as the theory
of being from the subjectivistic perspective. The agreements mentioned in interpretation 4 can be understood as speci cations of conceptualizations supported
and accepted by the majority of the people working in a certain domain.
We assume the point of view of realism, i.e. the position that the kind of
things we are speaking about have objective existence, so there are only good
conceptualizations. This realism will be further expounded in section 4. We propose in this paper a revised de nition of Gruber's interpretation [25], and reinterpret it from the point of view of the axiomatic method. Our analysis adds
in the next paragraph a further clari cation to the investigation of Guarino's
[29], where the de nition of an \intensional relation" in terms of possible worlds
semantics seems to be misleading.

3.2 Conceptualizations
In current practice the term 'ontology' is used ambiguously either to refer to
a symbolic system or to its semantical counterpart. In [23] a conceptualization
is given by a structure (D; R1 ; : : : ; Rn ) representing a set D of objects and a
number of relations R1 ; : : : ; Rn . We may use set-theoretical terms to speci y such
systems. Then, all the relations are considered as extensional. Obviously, such
a conceptualization is a (somehow) vague description of a part of the world. In
which language (apart from natural language) may such a system be speci ed?
We surely need a conceptualization language containing set theory and some
other fundamental categories. Guarino [29] criticizes Genesereth-Nilsson's notion
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of a conceptualization because it refers exclusively to \ordinary mathematical
relations on D", i.e. extensional relations. He wants to focus on the meaning
of these relations instead, independently of a state of a airs; he introduces the
term intensional relation or conceptual relation, and tries to capture this notion
by using total functions from possible worlds into sets. A conceptualization then
is de ned as a tuple hD; W; Ri, where R is a set of conceptional relations such
that every R 2 R is considered as a total function assigning to every w 2 W a
relation R(w). But, this total function and the relations R(w) are extensional
objects themselves and one could doubt whether we gain by this construction
some insight in the term \intensional". The point is that not every entity in the
world is a set and thus set theory is not able to capture the world's full ontology.
Another point concerns how this conceptualization C = hD; W; Ri is described and speci ed. In [29] it is implicitly suggested that C should be speci ed
in set theoretical terms. As an example of such a speci cation we may consider
the eld of real numbers which may be de ned (up to isomorphism) in set theory. We may guess that in [29] set theory is considered as a kind of modelling
language for specifying conceptualizations. The notion of a conceptualization as
introduced in [29] can be equivalently decribed by a class of rst-order structures of a certain signature satisfying the additional condition that their domains
coincide. But, many of these classes cannot be de ned by a set-theoretical formula. Thus, the approach in [29] can be summarized as follows. Let there be
given a class K of structures representing our intuitions about a given domain
of discourse. We say that a set-theoretical formula ' partially describes K if
K  Mod('), where Mod(') is the class of structures speci ed by '. Therefore,
conceptualizations are partially speci ed by set-theoretical formulas.
In contradistinction to this approach we use a more general ontological language, which includes set theory as a proper part. This modelling language can
be used to express partial descriptions of conceptualizations. Furthermore, we
use situations instead of rst-order structures. \Intensions" then are nothing
other than classes of entities whose ontology cannot be fully captured by set
theory; we will have to use certain ontologically basic relations and predicates
such as inherence, part-whole, causality, time, space, universals, and situations.
Some of these relations will be investigated in section 4.

3.3 Formal Knowledge Bases
Every formal knowledge base is built on a conceptualization which is speci ed
by means of general ontological terms such as object, set, relation, process etc.
Normally we have to use a formal knowledge representation language to specify
the propositions of the knowledge base. There should be also a clear concept of
the truth relation de ning the meaning of the term \ a proposition  is true of
the conceptualization", or more generally, a rule stating how the propositions
are related to the conceptualization. We adopt a realistic view of the ontology of
truth, based on a suitable correspondence theory. On the one hand, we assume
that propositions are bearers of the properties of truth and falsehood; on the
other hand, we presume the existence of entities in virtue of which propositions
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are true. These entities we call, as introduced in [37], truth-makers, and a conceptualization can be understood as a class of truth-makers. We use here the
notion of truth-maker in the broader sense of being a part of the world in which
a proposition can be satis ed, i.e. can be made true by certain entities contained
in it. A conceptualization, then, can be understood as a class K of extended
truth-makers representing our intuitions about a part of the world.
To specify a conceptualization K we need ontological relations and entities
which cannot be adequately captured by extensional set theoretical notions, for
example such entities and relations as \universals", \part-whole", \moments",
\substances' etc. Then, the rst part of a conceptualization consists of a description of the \signature", i.e. the kinds of relations and entities which we want to
describe in the knowledge base. In the second part a sentence  has to be constructed which partially speci es the class K, i.e. the condition K  Spec()
should be full lled. The knowledge base over this speci cation is then de ned
by f j Spec() j= g. Here, j= is a suitable truth-relation relating propositions
to the class Spec(). The simplest form of a truth-relation was formalized by
Tarski, [45], but, his correspondence theory is not fully developed because it is
restricted to the investigation of set-theoretical surrogates and excludes the real
ontology of the world.
An important problem in specifying a knowledge representation language is
to develop an ontological fundation which may serve as the language's formal
semantics. The current knowledge represention languages are mainly based on
classical set theory. This means that the terms used in these languages are reduced to set-theoretical notions. For example, a relation is considered as a set
of tuples of objects. It is our aim to develop a language which goes beyond set
theory by including further notions that refer to objects in the world which are
not sets, for example: trees, houses, water, people, processes, qualities,etc.

4 Ontologically Basic Relations and Entities
In this section we will introduce and discuss the ontologically basic entities and
certain basic relations between them. These relations and entities correspond
to the most general categories of the world, such as space, time, reality, substance, property, mind, matter, states and the like. It is a permanent concern
of philosophers whether these categories are absolute, complete and universal.
Aristotle lists ten categories: substance, quantity , quality, relation, place, time,
posture, state, action, and passion; but he was not absolutely convinced that the
classi cation was de nite. Our analysis is similar to that in [39], but adds the
idea of large ontological regions such as the region described by set theory.
Our main distinction is between Urelemente and sets. We assume the existence of both urelements and sets in the world and presuppose that both the impure sets and the pure sets constructed over the urelements belong to the world.
This implies, in particular, that the world is closed under all set-theoretical constructions.
Sets and Urelements. Urelements are entities which are not sets. By a class
8

we understand a collection of entities de ned by a condition. This explanation
depends on the meaning of the term \condition". Conditions are speci ed by
formulas of a language; in our approach we use a formal language GOL (General
Ontological Language), which is outlined in section 5. Let U be the collection of
urelements which is a class and let M be a subclass of U that is also a set. Then
we de ne the cumulative hierarchy R(M ) of sets over M in stages in the usual
fashion as follows, where On is the class of ordinals.

{ R(M )0 = M
{ R(M ) +1 =S R(M ) [ Pow(R(M ) )
{ R(M ) = < R(M ) ,  a limit ordinal.
Neither the membership relation nor the subclass relation can unfold the
internal structure of urelements. There arise the following questions:
1. Which categories of urelements are there?
2. Which formal relations hold among the urelements and between the urelements and the non-urelements?
3. How are the formal relations between urelements related to and distinguished
from set-theoretical relations?
We classify urelements into individuals and universals, and we classify individuals further into substances, moments and situations. There are two sorts
of universals which play an especially central role in formal ontology: time and
space, whose instances we call chronoids and topoids, respectively.
At the bottom we have the class U of urelements thought of as a realm of
concretely existing things in the world (not sets), within the con nes of space
and time. What we need is a subcategorization of urelements. We discuss now
the intuitions behind the main entities and ontological basic relations.
Individuals and Universals. We shall assume the existence of two main categories of urelements, namely individuals and universals. An individual is a single
thing thought of in contrast to universals. A universal is an entity that can be
instantiated by a number of di erent individuals. The individuals covered by
a universal are thus similar in some respect. There are di erent approaches to
universals: Platonism is the position that universals exists independently and
before individuals (ante rem); the Aristotelian belief is that universals exist in
the individuals (in re) and thus not independently from them; conceptualism
is the view that universals are the re ections of the propensity of the mind to
group things together (post rem) or that universals are somehow abstracted from
individuals. There is also a general suspicion that the whole issue is the result
of a misleading rei cation, trapping us into thinking of two categories of things
(the individual and the universal) instead of just individuals. In our approach we
assume that the universals exist in the individuals (in re) but not independently
from them, thus, our attitude is Aristotelian in spirit.
The world is divided into several ontological regions: one of them is the area
of sets. For every universal U there is a class Ext(U ) containing all instances of
U as elements. We hold that not every (set-theoretical) class is the extension of a
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universal. Concerning the regional ontology of sets our position is similar to that
of K. Godel,[31]. Godel believed that concepts and sets represent an aspect of the
objective reality. He was even convinced that we have something like a perception
of the objects of set theory; we form our ideas also of these objects on the basis
of something else which is a priori given. In the sequel it will be important to
emphasize that the ontological basic relations and predicates are special classes,
but not necessarily extensions of universals; the terms \predicate" and \unary
relation" are used synonymously. Thus, we have a predicate Ur(x) =df x is an
urelement, and predicates Ind(x), Univ(x) for individuals and universals. Then,
we take for granted the axioms that the class of urelements is the disjoint union
of the class of individuals and the class of universals, and that there is no entitity
being both an individual and a universal. We assume that there are no universals
whose extensions are Ind(x) or Univ(x).
The individuals are further subcategorized into moments, substances, chronoids,
topoids and situations.1 Thus, we get (at least) the following ontological basic predicates: Mom(x), Subst(x), Sit(x), Chron(x), Top(x). We assume, that
Subst(x) is the extension of the universal UnS , Chron(x) is the extension of
the universal Time, and Top(x) is the extension of the universal Space.2 Let us
consider substances and moments.
Substances. Firstly, we will review some of the main approaches to the concept
of substance.
1) A substance of a thing may be its essence or that which makes it what it
is. This will ensure that the substance of a thing is that which remains the same
through changes in its accidents. In Aristotle (Metaphysics, Z, vii) this essence
becomes more than just the matter, but a unity of matter and form.
2) Substance is that which can exist by itself, or does not need a subject in
order to exist, in the way that properties need objects; hence a substance is that
which bears properties.
The notion of substance tends to disappear in empiristic thought. Metaphysical systems inspired by modern science tend to reject the concept of substance
in favour of concepts such as those of eld or process. Our starting point is
substance in the meaning 2). An individual substance cannot be a bearer of arbitrary properties. By the appearance of an individual substance we understand
the moments it bears and the relational moments connecting it to other individual substances. We assume the axiom that every individual substance has
an (non-empty) appearance. By an object we understand a coherent part of the
world that includes an individual substance with its boundary and with some of
its moments inhering in it. There seems to be no clear distinction between an object and a situation. We are also confronted with the problem how an individual
1
2

This classi cation is, of course, tentative.
In our approach topoids and chronoids are individuals. This can be assumed consistently if there is an absolute space and an absolute time. Then topoids can be
unterstood as individual regions of absolute space. It is our intention to develop a
relativistic common sense theory of time and space. Such a theory will be rather complicated and in the present paper we exclude this problem from our considerations.
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substance should be structured in such a way as to have a particular appearance. We assume that there is a universal UnS \substance" whose instances are
individual substances.
There are branching points for axioms concerning the basic entities and relations. One of the possibilities is to assume the existence of atomic individual
substances, i.e. individual substances without substantial parts. In the current
paper we make no assumption about the existence of monads and adopt only
the axiom that every individual substance has a non-empty appearance.
Moments. The origin of this notion is that of \accident" in Aristotle's Metaphysics and Categories. Here, an accident is a property of a thing which is not a
part of the essence of the thing: something it could lose or have added without
ceasing to be the same thing or the same substance. We use the term \moment"
in a more general sense and do not distinguish between essential and inessential
moments. Moments include individual qualities, actions and passions, a ash, a
handshake, thoughts and so on; moments thus comprehend what are sometimes
referred to as \events'. The loss of a moment in this more general sense may
change the essence of a thing. Moments have in common that they all dependent on individual substances. Let Mom(x) be the ontological basic predicate
for moments. We assume that Mom(x) is not the extension of a universal. Moments can be classi ed with respect to several aspects. The arity of a moment is
the number of its arguments; unary moments are called qualities or attributes.
Relational moments are non-unary moments3 having a xed nite number of
arguments, and anadic moments have a non-determinate number of arguments
without xed upper bound. The basic ontological relation of inherence, denoted
by :, connects moments with substances.  : (s1 ; : : : ; sn ) means that the n-ary
moment  inheres in the substances s1 ; : : : ; sn taking into account the ordering
between the s0i s speci ed by the n-tuple.
Situations and Ontograms. The situation is the most important of the ontological entities. We distinguish elementary and general situations. An elementary
situation is a part of the world that can be comprehended as a whole; it is composed from individual substances and the relational moments which glue them
together. There is a basic predicate Site (x) for elementary situations, and a
predicate Sit(x) for general situations. We exclude the existence of universals
whose instances are the elementary or general situations. General situations are
built up from elementary situations by using further basic ontological relations,
as for example causality and intentionality. Ontograms are situations together
with a collection of universals.
Our approach di ers essentially from that of Barwise [5]. Barwise didn't
elaborate an ontology for relations; in his theory, in particular, the relation of
inherence is missing. The notion of an object is not further analysed either; there
is nothing in his theory that corresponds to substances and their appeareances.
3

In the more developed theory of ontological relations we will expound the thesis that
every moment is genuinely unary and that the apparent non-unarity derives from
the moment's occurrence in certain situations.
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He introduces states of a airs as certain tuples hhR; a; iii, where i is a \polarity"
and the polarity 0 indicates something like a negation. There is no convincing
ontological interpretation of what it could mean that a state of a airs has polarity
0. He also tends to interpret the relation R in an extensional sense, not as a
universal. In our framework the state of a airs hhR; a; iii with polarity 1 could
be read as: there is an instance of the relation R inhering in the tuple a. Another
weakness of his approach is the missing distinction between sets and non-sets,
i.e. urelements, representing individuals and universals. This implies, that his
situation theory is essentially set theory, with some pseudo-ontological notions
added.
Chronoids and Topoids.4 Chronoids and topoids are instances of the universals time and space. Chronoids can be understood as \durations", and topoids
as \space regions" with a certain mereotopological structure. Chronoids and
topoids have no independent existence; they depend on situations, since every
part of the world is changing and occupies a space region. Our approach to
space and time is based on the ideas of F. Brentano [9] who developed and elaborated Aristotle's sketchy remarks in the Physics about boundaries and continua.
Chisholm in [11],[12] has made a rst step towards interpreting Brentano's idea
in a formal manner, and B. Smith in [41] has continued and extended this work
by presenting a strict axiomatic system about mereotopology.
The standard set-theoretic treatment of time and space is not able to capture
the real phenomena of the world. Imagine, for example, a body which is during
a certain time interval at rest and then starts to move. Is there a last time point
t1 when the body is at rest and a rst time point t2 when it is in motion? Clearly
not, if we use the set-theoretical description of the continuum. The analogous
question can be stated for space regions. Consider a closed disc that is divided
into two di erent symmetrical connected subregions, one of which is white, the
other red. What happens as we pass along a line which marks the boundary
between the two? Do we pass a last point that is white and a rst point that
is red? These problems can be solved by using an alternative approach to space
and time which was expounded by Chisholm, [11], [12], and which is based on
the ideas of F. Brentano in [9]; it is the theory of coincidence of boundaries.
B. Smith, using these ideas, has outlined in [41] an axiomatic theory of mereotopology which presents an important step in developing a theory of the real
ontology of space and time. Our theory of chronoids and topoids will be based
on the approach of Brentano-Chisholm-Smith.
Ontologically Basic Relations. Up to now, several basic classes of individuals
have been considered separately. We will discuss now certain basic ontological
relations needed to glue the considered entities together. In the current paper we
restrict out intention to the relations of inherence, denoted by :, part-whole,
denoted by , the relativized ternary part-whole relation  , the instantiation
relation, denoted by ::, the time-frame relation :<t , the space framing relation
4

In the more developed theory we will introduce chrono-topoids which are integrated
time-space individuals depending on situations via a framing relation.
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:<s , the membership relation 2, and the containment relation . We continue our
discussion with some clarifying remarks about the ontologically basic relations.
The term \inherence", \to inhere" can be understood as the translation of the
Latin expression \in subjecto esse", in distinction to \de subjecto dici" which
may be translated as \to be predicated of a subject" (predication). The inherence
relation :, sometimes called ontic predication, glues moments to substances.
We exclude the possibility that the relation : can be iterated, ie. there are no
moments inhering in moments; on the other hand it seems conceivable that there
are ontological dependency-relations between moments still not covered by the
current relations.
The part-whole relation  should have an individual as its second argument,
i.e. if a  b, then b is an individual.5 From this follows that sets don't have
parts; on the other hand, sets can be parts of individuals. We will discuss the
strong axiom that every set whose elements are parts of a certain individual is
itself a part of that individual. The ternary part-whole relation  (x; y; z ) has the
meaning: \z is a universal and x is a part of y in the sense of z ". Obviously,
 (x; y; z ) implies x  y, but not conversely. These universal-dependent part-whole
relations are very important in applications.
The symbol :: denotes the instantiation relation, its rst argument is an
individual, and its second a universal. The instances of a universal u are \individualizations" which have a part in u. A universal is an entity which captures
something general that is realized in the individuals. In the present stage of
our theory we exclude the possiblity that universals can be instances of metauniversals (so-called second intentions). The meta-universals which are needed
in applications are presented by classes whose elements are universals. Let us
consider this point in more detail. To every formula F (x) there corresponds a
class, namely, the collection of all entities satisfying F (x). This class is denoted
by fx j F (x)g and shorter by xF . Then, the expression a 2 xF means that a
belongs to the collection xF . It seems to be that such classes are sucient to
model meta-universals.
The binary relation :<t glues chronoids to situations. We presume that every
situation is framed by a chronoid and that every chronoid frames a situation.
The relation x :<t y is to be read \the chronoid x frames the situation y". Let
s be a situation, then chr(s) denotes the chronoid framing s. For every part t of
chr(s) we may de ne the temporal projection s # t from s to t. This projection
is not neccessarily stable with respect to a universal u, i.e. it may happen that
every instance of u is a situation whose proper temporal projection does not
instantiate u. Analogously, the binary relation :<s glues topoids to situations.
Again, we presume that every situation is framed by a topoid and that every
topoid frames a situation. The relation x :<s y is to be read \the topoid x frames
the situation y".
The binary relation x?y is to be read \x is an individual substance belonging
to the situation y", and x>y means \x is a moment inhering in a substance
belonging to the situation s". Obviously, the relation x>y may be de ned by
5

A possible part-whole relation for universals will be something completely di erent.
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the following formula: x>y =df Mom(x) ^ Sit(y) ^9z (z ?y ^ x : z ). Finally, we
have the relation x  y with the meaning: \x is an individual, y is a situation,
and x is contained in y or belongs to y". Which individuals belong to a situation
s? All substances and its moments appearing in s belong to s, all parts of s, the
chronoid of s and its parts, etc.

5 Outline of a Modelling Language
In this section we will outline a modelling language using the concepts which
were expounded in the preceding sections.

5.1 Syntax and Axioms
Our intended modelling language GOL (General Ontological Language) is formalized in a rst-order language.6 We presume a basic ontological vocabulary,
denoted by Bas, containing the following groups of symbols, where R(x) denotes
the symbol R with argument x.
Unary relational symbols.
{ Ur(x) (urelement)
{ Set(x) (set)
{ Ind(x) (individual)
{ Univ(x) (universal)
{ Mom(x) (moment)
{ Sit(x) (general situation)
{ Sitel(x) (elementary situation)
{ Chron(x) (chronoid)
{ Top(x) (topoid)
{ Subst(x) (individual substance)
Symbols for universals.

{ UnS (the universal \substance")
{ Time (time)
{ Space (space)
Symbols for binary relations.
{ 2 (membership)
{ :: (instantiation)
{ : (inherence)
{  (part-whole)
6

There is nothing surprising in our use a rst-order language for the formalization of
ontological categories. The point is that the semantics of the ontology is captured
by the axioms assumed to be true about the considered entities. In particular, we
include the rst-order axiomatization ZF of set theory in our language.
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{
{
{
{
{
{
{

 (x; y; z ) (relativized part-whole)

? (is substance in)
> (is moment in)
:<t (time framing)
:<s (space framing)

= (equality)
 (is contained in)
To the basic vocabulary we may add further symbols used for domain speci c
areas; the domain speci c vocabulary is called an ontological signature, denoted
by  . An ontological signature  is determined

{ by a set ExtR of symbols used to denote extensional relations,
{ by a set U of symbols used to denote universals,
{ by a set K of symbols used to denote individuals.
An ontological signature is summarized by a tuple (ExtR ,U; K; ar), where ar
is an arity function ar : ExtR [ U ! ! [ f1g. ar(r) denotes the arity of the
symbol r, where ar(r) 2 ! if r 2 ExtR. ar(u) = 1 means that the symbol u is
anadic.
The syntax of the language GOL( ) is de ned by the set of all expressions
containing the atomic formulas and closed with respect to the application of the
logical functors _; ^; !; :; $, and the quanti ers 8; 9. We use untyped variables
x; y; z; : : :; terms are variables or elements from U [ K [ fUnS; Time; Spaceg.
Atomic formulas have the form:
{ t = s, t 2 s for terms s,t
{ v : (s1 ; : : : ; sn) for terms v; si
{ v :: u for u 2 U and ar(u) = n, t :: u,
{ t :<s s; t :<t s,
{ t  s, t a term, s a situation
{ R(t1 ; : : : ; tn) for R 2 ExtR.
FmGOL( ) is the smallest set containing the atomic formulas AtGOL( ) and
closed w.r.t. ^; _; !; :; $; 8; 9.
The language includes an axiomatization capturing the semantics of the ontologically basic relations. We don't present the axiomatization in full detail, but
illustrate the main groups by selecting some typical axioms. We introduce three
groups of axioms whose union are the axioms Ax(GOL) for the language GOL.
Let be Ax(GOL) = Logical axioms [ Axioms about Bas [ Axioms about  .

I. Logical Axioms7

(a) Axioms of propositional logic (Frege's system)
1. A ! (B ! A)

7

There are many equivalent systems, we present here a particularly simple one.
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

(A ! (B ! C )) ! ((A ! B ) ! (A ! C ))
(A ! (B ! C )) ! (B ! (A ! C ))
(A ! B ) ! (:B ! :A)

::A ! A
A ! ::A

The other functors are introduced by de nitions:
1. A ^ B =df :(A ! :B )
2. A _ B =df :A ! B
3. A $ B =df :((A ! B ) ! :(B ! A))
(b) Axioms of predicate logic
1.
2.
3.
4.

8x(A ! B ) ! (8xA ! B )
8x(A ! B ) ! (A ! 8xB ), x not free in A
8xA ! A(x=t), t is a term being free for x
9xA(x) $ :8x:A(x)

(c) Axioms of identity
1.
2.
3.
4.

8x(x = x)
8xy(x = y ! y = x)
8xyz (x = y ^ y = z ! x = z )
8x1 x2 : : : xn y(xk = y !

F (x1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xk 1 ; xk ; : : : ; xn ) $ F (x1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xk 1 ; y; : : : ; xn )),
for every formula F .

II. Axioms about Basic Ontology
(a) Sort and Existence Axioms
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

9x(Set(x)),
9x(Ur(x))
8x(Set(x) _ Ur(x))
:9x(Set(x) ^ Ur(x))
8x(Ur(x) $ Ind(x) _ Univ(x))
:9x(Ind(x) ^ Univ(x))

(b) Axioms about sets including ZF
1. 8uv9x(Set(x) ^ x = fu; vg)
2. fSet j  2 ZF g, where Set is the relativization
of the formula  to the basic symbol Set(x).
(c) Axioms about Moments and Substances
1. 8x(Subst(x) ! 9y(Mom(y) ^ y : x))
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2.
3.
4.
5.

8x(Mom(x) ! 9y(Subst(y) ^ x : y))8
8xyz (Mom(x) ^ x : y ^ x  z ! y = z )
8xy(x?y ! Sit(y) ^ Subst(x))
8xy(x>y ! Mom(x) ^ Sit(y))

(d) Axioms about Part-Whole
De nitions.

{ o(x; y) =df 9z(z  x ^ z  y), (overlap)
{ x  y =df x = y _ x  y (re exive part-whole).
1. 8xy(x  y ! Ind(y) ^ (Ind(x) _ Set(x))
2. 8xy(Set(x) ^ 8z (z 2 x ! z  y) ! xy))
3. 8x(:x  x)
4. 8xyz (x  y ^ y  z ! x  z )
5. 8xy(8z (z  x ! ov(z; y)) ! x  y))
6. 8xyz ( (x; y; z ) ! Univ(z ) ^ x  y)
7. 8xyzu( (x; y; u) ^  (y; z; u) !  (x; z; u))
(e) Axioms about chronoids and topoids.
Topoids are understood as three-dimensional space regions, and chronoids as
durations.
1.
2.
3.
4.

8x(Sit(x) ! 9t(Chron(t) ^ t :<t x))
8x(Sit(x) ! 9t(Top(t) ^ t :<s x))
8x(Chron(x) ! 9x1 9s(Chron(x1 ) ^ Sit(s) ^ x  x1 ^ x1 :<t s))
8x(Top(x) ! 9x1 9s(Top(x1 ) ^ Sit(s) ^ x  x1 ^ x1 :<s s))

(f) Axioms about situations
De nitions.

{ Cont (s) =df fm j m  sg
{ s v t =df Cont(s)  Cont(t).
1. 8x(Sit(x) ! 9s9t(Subst(s) ^ Mom(t) ^ s  x ^ t  x))
2. 8x(Mom(x) ! 9s(Sit(s) ^ x  s))
3. 8x(Subst(x) ! 9s(Sit(s) ^ x  s))
4. 8xy(Sit(x) ^ Sit(y) ! 9z (Sit(z ) ^ x v z ^ y v z ))
5. :9x(Sit(x) ^ 8y(Sit(y) ! y v x))
III. Axioms about 
8

A re ned theory of moments has to be elaborated; in the present axiom the moment
is unary. To cover n-ary moments one could introduce predicates Momn (x) indicating that the moment is n-ary. The associated axiom takes then the following form:
8x(Momn (x) ! 9y1 : : : yn (V1in Subst(yi ) ^ x : (y1 ; : : : ; yn )). Up to now, it is
not still clear, how to formulate this axiom for anadic moments.
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1. Univ(U ) for every U 2 U
2. Set(R) for every R 2 ExtR
3. Ind(c) for every c 2 K
A knowledge base about a speci c domain w.r.t. the signature  is determined
by a set of formulas from GOL( ) which are not basic axioms.

5.2 Rules
As in the modelling language KIF, [20], we will introduce additional formal
expressions, called rules. These rules can be used to formalize non-monotonic
reasoning and to develop deductive databases. This sub-language of GOL to be
described is a logical programming language called KR1-Prolog. In the present
paper, we assume that the signature  = hExtR; Ki of this sublanguage contains
only extensional relation symbols and constants. 9 In knowledge representation,
two di erent notions of falsity arise in a natural way. Certain facts are implicitly
false by default in virtue of the fact that they are not true in an intended model
of the knowledge base. Others are explicitly false by virtue of a direct proof of
their falsity, corresponding to their falsi cation in all intended models. These two
kinds of falsity in knowledge representation are captured by the two negations,
of partial logic,[33], called weak, denoted by , and strong, denoted by .
U denotes the set of all ground terms of . L() is the smallest set of
expressions containing the atomic formulas of , and being closed with respect
to the following conditions: if F; G 2 L(), then f F; F; F ^ G; F _ Gg 
L(). L0 () denotes the corresponding set of sentences (closed formulas). For
sublanguages of L() formed by means of a subset F of the logical functors,
we will write L(; F ). With respect to a signature  we de ne the following
sublanguages: At() = L(; ;), the set of all atomic formulas (also called atoms);
Lit() = At()[f a : a 2 At()g, the set of all literals, and XLit() = L(; ; 
), the set of all extended literals. We introduce the following conventions. If
L  L() is some sublanguage, L0 denotes the corresponding set of sentences.
If the signature  does not matter, we will omit it and write, e.g., L instead of
L(). If hY; <i is a partial order, then Min(hY; <i) denotes the set of all minimal
elements of Y , i.e. Min(hY; <i) = fX 2 Y j there is no X 0 2 Y s.th. X 0 < X g.
Pow(X ) or 2X denote the power set of the set X .
In KR1 we use sequents for the purpose of representing rule knowledge. A
sequent, then, can be considered as a derivation rule for generating knowledge.
A sequent s is an expression of the form F1 ; : : : ; Fm ) G1 ; : : : ; Gn ; where
Fi ; Gj 2 L() for i = 1; : : : ; m and j = 1; : : : ; n, n; m  0, and ) being the
empty sequence for m = n = 0. The body of s, denoted by Bs, is given by
fF1 ; : : : ; Fm g, and the head of s, denoted by Hs, is given by fG1 ; : : : ; Gn g.
Seq() denotes the class of all sequents s such that Hs; Bs  L(), and for a
given set S  Seq(), [S ] denotes the set of all ground instances of sequents from
S . A KR-program, or an extended generalized program, is a set of sequents, and
EGLP denotes the set of all extended generalized logic programs.
9

In a future paper we will extend the rules to the full ontological signature.
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The basic semantics of rules is given by abstract extensional situations (a.e.
situations). An a.e. situation over  is a consistent subset I of Lit0 (), i.e.a
subset containing no ground atom a such that fa;  ag  I . Let I () be the set
of all a.e. situations over  . For a sequent ) F with empty body we also write
more simply F . The model relation j=  I ()  L0 () between an interpretation
and a sentence is de ned inductively as follows.

{
{
{
{

For literals l 2 Lit0 (), I j= l i l 2 I .
I j= F ^ G i I j= F and I j= G.
I j= F _ G i I j= F or I j= G.
I j= F i I 6j= F .

In addition, we assume DeMorgan-style rewrite rules for handling the combination of  with ; ^; _. The model relation between an interpretation I 2 I ()
and a formula F 2 L() is de ned by I j= F i I j= F for every instantiation  :
Var ! U . We obtain the model operators Mod(X ) = fI 2 I : I j= X g, and the
corresponding consequence relations de ned by X j= F i Mod(X )  Mod(F ).
The truth relation j= is extended to rules as follows. Let I 2 I (), F 2
L(), and SatI (FT) = f 2 U VarS: I j= F g Then, I j= F1 ; : : : ; Fm )
G1 ; : : : ; Gn i
im SatI (Fi )  j n SatI (Gj ). For S  EGLP( ), we dene the model operator Mod(S ) = fI 2 I () : I j= s, for all s 2 S g, and the
associated entailment relation S j= F i Mod(S )  Mod(F ), where F 2 L().
Instead of sequent notation
W B ) HVwe shall also use sometimes the rule notation
F G, where F = H and G = B .
For a class of a.e. situations K , we write K j= F i I j= F for all I 2 K .
We denote the set SK of all sequents from a sequent set S which are applicable
in K by SK = fs 2 [S ] : K j= Bsg. If K is a singleton, we omit brackets. For
two a.e. situations I; J let be [I; J ] = fK j I  K  J g.
A semantics for sequents is given by a preferred model operator  : Seq ! 2I ,
satisfying the condition (S )  Mod(S ), and de ning the preferential entailment relation S j= F i (S )  Mod(F . The main question concerning the
semantics of logic programs is: which preferred model operator does capture the
intended semantics for (generalized) extended logic programs ? The following
de nition of a stable generated model of extended generalized logic programs
generalizes the answer set semantics of [21], and the semantics introduced in
[32].
Let S  EGLP (). M 2 Mod(S ) is called a stable generated model of S ,
symbolically M 2 Mods (S ), if there is a chain of Herbrand interpretations fIn j
n < !g such that supn<! In = M , and

{ I0 = ;, and m  n implies Im  In, n < !,
{ For every number n In+1 is a minimal extension of In satisfying the heads
of all sequents whose bodies hold in [In ;WM ], i.e.
In+1 2 MinfI 2 I () : I  In , and I j= Hs, f.a. s 2 S[In ;M ] g.
We also say that M is generated by the S -stable chain fIn j n < !g. The stable entailment relation is de ned as follows: S j=s F i Mods (S )  Mod(F ,
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where F 2 L(). In [32] it is shown that stable generated models of disjunctive
programs are not always minimal and that there are stable generated minimal
models of disjunctive programs which are not xpoints of the Gelfond-Lifschitz
operator. The language KR1 with the semantics of generated stable models can
be used to model several forms of non-monotonic reasoning, [17]; as already
shown in [22], this concept was proven to be fruitful in practical applications.

5.3 Semantics of GOL
Semantics, the study of linguistic meaning, is a notoriously dicult topic. As
indicated in section 3.3 we assume a realistic approach to meaning using a correspondence theory of truth in the spirit of [37]. In this section we will only sketch
some ideas whose elaboration will be a task for future research.
Let  be an ontological signature. An abstract  -interpretation is a rstorder structure W = (W; Bas ;   ), where W is a set and   [ Bas are interpretations of the symbols from  [ Bas in the set W . Furthermore, W satis es
the axioms Ax(GOL). On the other hand, there is the real world R which is
not a set; W can be understood as a set-theoretical re ection of R. Extended
truth-makers T are parts of the world R within which formulas from L(GOL)
may be satis ed. Then, T j=  means that the sentence  2 L(GOL) is true in
T.
We restrict our consideration in the following to a special class of extended
truth-makers, called ontograms.. An ontogram T is a part of the world containing a situation and a collection of universals, symbolically (S; U1 ; : : : ; Un);
here, we assume that the universals Ui are not vacuous with respect to the situation S , i.e. there are individuals belonging to the situation instantiating the
universals (S; U1 ; : : : ; Un ). We assume that the containment relation  is dened for ontograms; then let be Cont(T ) = fm j m  T g. For an ontogram
T = (S; U1 ; : : : ; Un ) the containment closure is de ned by the following system
C (T ) = (Cont(T ); S; U1 ; : : : ; Un ; Bas # Cont(T )); here Bas # Cont(T )) the restriction of the relations from Bas to the class Cont(T ).
Let  2 GOL be an arbitrary formula and T be an ontogram. A function 
is an anchor for  in T if  associates to every symbol in sign() an element
from Cont(T ). Here, sign() is the set of all free variables in  and all symbols
denoting contants, universals or sets. The function  has to preserve the type of
the symbol. We may then de ne, using Tarski's de nition of truth, the notion
\The anchor  satis es the sentence  in C (T )", which is denoted by T j= .
This semantics of GOL can be used to give meanings to natural language sentences. Firstly, we will translate a natural language sentence  into an expression
tr() of L(GOL) and then we will interpret the formula tr() using the sketched
semantics for L(GOL). We demonstrate this idea by an example.
Let us consider the sentence  = \John is kissing Mary". The words \John"
and \Mary" denote individuals \J" and \M". UKE denotes a universale \kissingevent". A suitable translation tr() of  to GOL gives the following sentence:
9x(x :: uKE ^ x : (j; m)), where the words \John" and \Mary" are replaced
by the individual constants \j" and \m". Then, tr() is satis able in a certain
20

ontogram T i there is an anchor  for tr() in T such that T j= tr(). The
extensional meaning of a natural sentence  of this simple form could be de ned
as the class of all ontograms, denoted by Ont(), in which tr() is satis able.
A more developed linguistic theory has to make further distinctions and has
to introduce additional ontologically basic relations. Let be a sentence like \A
man kisses a woman twice". Then we introduce the sentence type U ( ) denoting
a universal. The instances of U ( ) are the individual graphic or acoustic occurrences of the sentence . For example, we can formalize \John says (writes) that
" by 9rs(r :: U (saying) ^ doing(J; r) ^ s :: U ( ) ^ intend(r; s)). Next we consider the thought (thought type) associated with , denoted by U(< >) which
is a universal whose instances are certain mental events. Thus \It is thought that
" may be formalized by 9t(t :: U (< >)). Finally, there is a universal \state
of a air" U ([ ]) associated with . The instances of U ([ ]) are individual state
of a airs being contained in a situation. \John sees that " can be formalized as
9u; s(u :: U (seeing) ^ doing(J; u) ^ s :: U ([ ])^ intend(u; s)). Here, doing (x,y),
intend(x,y) are two new ontologically basic relations.

5.4 Comparison to other Languages
In this section we compare our approach to that of KIF, [20] F-logic, [34], and
the family of description logics. It turns out that these language are rather weak
because they are based on set theory, which is crippled by its extensionalism.

Knowledge Interchange Format. Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF) is

a formal language for the interchange of knowledge among computer programs,
written by di erent programmers, at di erent times, in di erent languages. KIF
can be considered as a lower-level knowledge modelling language; when a program reads a knowledge base in KIF, it converts the data into its own internal
form; when the program needs to communicate with another program, it maps
its internal data structures into KIF.
KIF has the following essential features. The language has a declarative semantics. It is possible to understand the meaning of expressions in the language
without appeal to an interpreter for manipulating those expressions. In this
way, KIF di ers from other languages that are based on speci c interpreters,
such as Emycin and Prolog. The language provides for the expression of arbitrary sentences in predicate calculus. Hence, it di ers from relational database
languages (many of which are con ned to ground atomic sentences) and Prologlike languages (that are con ned to Horn clauses). The language provides for the
representation of knowledge about the representation of knowledge. This allows
to make all knowledge representation decisions explicit and permits to introduce
new knowledge representation constructs without changing the language.
The ontological basis of KIF can be extracted from [20]; we summarize the
main points. The most general ontological entity in KIF is an object. The notion
of an object, used in KIF, is quite broad: objects can be concrete (e.g. a speci c
carbon, Nietzsche, the moon) or abstract (the concepts of justice, the number
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two); objects can be primitive or composite, and even ctional (e.g. a unicorn).
In GOL, in contrast to KIF, there is an ontological classi cation of the basic entitities. In KIF, a fundamental distinction is drawn between individuals and sets.
A set is a collection of objects; an individual is any object that is not a set. This
distinction corresponds in GOL to the di erence between urelements and sets.
KIF adopts a version of the Neumann-Bernays-Godel set theory, GOL assumes
ZF set theory; but this di erence is not essential. The functions and relations in
KIF are introduced as sets of nite lists; here the term \set" corresponds to the
term "class". Obviously, the relations and functions in KIF correspond in GOL
to the extensional relations. KIF does not provide ontologically basic relations
like our inherence, part-whole and the like. Hence, the ontological basis of KIF
is much weaker than that of GOL. GOL can be considered as a proper extension
of KIF; KIF can be understood as the extensional part of GOL.

Frame-Logic. The term \object-oriented approach", is only a loosely de ned,

and comprehends a number of notions, such as complex objects, object identity,
methods, encapsulation, typing and inheritance, which have been identi ed as its
most important features. One of the main problems with the object-oriented approach is the lack of a logical semantics. Frame-logic is a language that accounts
in a declarative fashion for most of the structural aspects of object-oriented and
frame-based languages. Furthermore, it is suitable for de ning, querying, and
manipulating database schemata. F-logic has a model-theoretic semantics and
a sound and complete proof theory. F-logic stands in the same relationship to
the object-oriented paradigm as classical predicate calculus stands to relational
programming. The ontological basis of this language is purely set-theoretical.
The instantiation relation, denoted by :, is modeled by the membership relation,
the is-a-relation :: can be explicitly de ned in terms of :. The ontological basis
seems to be even weaker than that of KIF, because the full ZF or GB-system is
not available. Similarly as for KIF, F-logic captures (some) extensional aspects
of GOL.

Description Logic. Description logics are specialized languages related to the

KL-ONE system of Brachman and Schmolze [8]. They are designed for representing knowledge, and the general aim is to provide a small set of operations
to describe pieces of information, together with ecient methods to make inferences. Description logics are generally considered to be variations of rst-order
logic - either restrictions or restrictions plus some added operators. These variations are motivated by the undecidability of the inference problem for rst
order logic and by the intention to preserve the structure of knowledge to be
represented.
The ontological basis of description logics is again set theory, in particular
the semantics of rst-order predicate calculus. But, in addition, as formulated
in [35], the language has to be restricted to formulas of a certain form. This philosophy behind this is called in [16] the restricted language thesis. One argument
in [35] is that general-purpose knowledge representation systems should restrict
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their languages by omitting constructs which require non-polynomial (or otherwise unacceptably long) worst-case response time for the correct classi cation of
concepts.
In [16] the position is taken that the restricted language assumptions are
awed. In wider practice the terminological facilities of such systems are so
impoverished that the very purpose of general-purpose representational utilities
is defeated. In [16] a list of representative examples is expounded that show that
many important classes of de nable concepts are inexpressible in the restricted
languages of KL-ONE and its descendents. These restrictions severely impair
the utility for representing and modelling knowledge.

CycL. CycL was developed by Lenat and Guha [15] for the speci cation of

common-sense ontologies. The semantics of the formal language Cycl is based
exclusively on set theory, as KIF and F-logic. There are some super ous notions
for example four existential quanti ers which may, however, be reduced by explicite de nitions to one existential quanti er. The second-order quanti cation
over predicates and functions10 captures only a restricted part of ZF (which is
used in GOL) or GB-class theory (which is used in KIF). Hence, the system
CycL is weaker than KIF and the extensional part of GOL.

6 Applications to Knowledge Modelling
In this section we collect several examples to explain, demonstrate and clarify
the previous concepts. We select areas of di erent kinds.

6.1 Classical Geometry
Firstly, we consider elementary geometry as introduced by A. Tarski,[46]. The
entities to be investigated are points. Two extensional relations (x; y; z ) and
(x; y; u; v) are used denoting the betweenness relation and the equidistance relation, i.e. the formula (x; y; z ) is read \y lies between x and y", and the formula
(x; y; u; v) is read \x is as distant from y as v is from u". To simplify, we may
envisage the two-dimensional Euclidean plane to in order to gain an understanding of points and the relations and . Obviously, points and atomic topoids are
distinct entities. Tarksi's elementary geometry GT contains 12 axioms and one
schema (the continuity schema). We will select some of them for demonstration.
1. 8xy( (x; y; z ) ! x = y)
(identity axiom for betweeness)
2. 8xyzu( (x; y; u) ^ (y; z; u) ! (x; y; z ))
(transitivity for betweeness)
10

There seems to be a confusion about the term \rei cation". In most cases this term
means to consider an entity as an element of a set, nothing more. But, the claim
that such a procedure generates new individuals (in proper sense) is a fraud.
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3. 8xyzu( (x; y; z ) ^ (x; y; u) ^ x 6= y ! (x; z; u) _ (x; uz ))
(connectivity for betweeness)
4. 8xy((x; y; y; x)
(re exivity for equidistance)
5. 8xyz ((x; y; z; z ) ! x = y)
(identity axiom for equidistance)
6. 8xyzuvw((x; y; z; u) ^ (x; y; v; w) ! (z; u; v; w))
(transitivity for equidistance)
7. 8xyzut9v( (x; t; u) ^ (y; u; z ) ! (x; v; y) ^ (z; t; v))
(Pasch's axiom)
8. 8txyzu9vw( (x; u; t) ^ (y; u; z ) ^ x 6= u ! (x; z; v) ^ (x; y; w) ^ (v; t; w))
(Euclid's axiom)
Since ;  are extensional relations, i.e. sets, only sets can be used as interpretations of GT . By a model of GT is understood a triple M = (A; B; D), where
A is a set, representing the points, a ternary relation B for betweenness, and a
quaternary relation D interpreting equidistance. The most familiar examples of
models are certain Cartesian spaces over ordered elds. We want to emphasize
that this geometry is interpreted in the regional ontology of sets. On the other
hand, topoids represent the real geometric entities (which are not sets) and we
may suggest the de nition: real geometry is the ontological theory of topoids.
Let us consider a particular question: assume that the physical universe P is a
situation, then it is framed by a topoid  . Which axioms do we need to describe
the mereo topological stucture of  ? Let us take for granted that we have already
a theory G . How, then, do the theories GT and G relate to each other? To what
extent and in which sense does Tarksi's geometry capture properties of the real
geometry of  ?

6.2 Mereotopology and Morphology
There are several approaches to the ontology of space; most of them are based
on the conviction that the mathematical standard treatment using point-set
topology is not sucient to capture real world phenomena. Mereology was developed as an alternative to set theory, and the part-whole relation  is one of
the ontological basic relations needed to describe the world. But a purely mereological outlook is too narrow to describe spatial entities and the structure of
spatial localizations. In Varzi[47] several strategies are expounded to cope with
this problem of expressivity; we take here the most obvious approach, namely
to add further space-relevant basic relations to the mereological basic relation
. Topology provides a natural next step after mereology in the development of
a comprehensive part-whole theory; thus a theory of parts and wholes needs to
incorporate a topological machinery of some sort. Such needs will be obvious,
especially so in connection with qualitative reasoning about space and time; one
needs topology to account for the fact that two objects or events are continuously connected, or for the relation of something being inside, or surrounding
something else, or being a hole.
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According to [6] we distinguish three levels for the description of spatial
entities: the mereological level (mereology), the topological level (topology), and
the morphological level (morphology). Topology is concerned with space-relevant
properties and relations as connection, coincidence, touching, and continuity,
whereas morphology analyses the shape, form and size of spatial entities. We
sketch here some fragments of such theories.
Mereology. 11 We collect typical axioms of the re exive variant of the partwhole relation, denoted by  . Some of them are formulated as basic axioms for
 in section 5.1. In the sequel we use the following de nition for re exive overlap:
ov(x; y) =df 9z (z  x ^ z  y)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

xx
xy ^ yz ! x = y
xy ^ yz ! xz
:x  y ! 9z (z  x ^ :ov(z; y)) (supplementation axiom)
8x(Ind(x) ! 9z (Sit(z ) ^ 8u(u x ! u  z )
8xy(Ind(x) ^ Ind(y) ! 9z (Ind(z ) ^ x  z ^ y  z ))
9x(x) ^ 8y((y) ! Ind(y)) !
8s(Sit(s) ! 9z (Ind(z ) ^ (8u(ov(u; z ) ! 9v(v  s ^ (v) ^ ov(u; v))))) 12

Using these axioms one may introduce the mereological sum x t y, the mereological intersection x u y, and the mereological di erence x y between two
individuals. The ternary part-whole relation  (x; y; z ) is domain speci c and
depends on the universal z . We demonstrate the use of the relation  (x; y; z )
by an example. Let UT be a universal whose instances are trees (as plants);
then  (x; y; UT ) describes the part-whole relation related to a certain granularity of trees. A biologist is not interested to describe the structure of the atoms
as parts of trees. The description of the the part-whole relation related to the
macroscopic biological structure of trees has to introduce a formal system of
axioms Ax (UT ; U1 ; : : : Uk ) of the following kind. The universals U1 ; : : : ; Uk describe entities being admissible parts of the instances of UT . Then the following
axioms capture the intention of \being a part in the sense of UT ".
1. 8xy( (x; y; UT ) ! 9Wz (z :: UT ^ x  z ^ y  z W^ x  y))
2. 8xyW( (x; y; UT ) ! ( ik x :: Ui _ x :: U ) ^ ( ik y :: Ui _ y :: U ))
3. 8x( ik x :: Ui ! 9z (z :: UT ^ x  z )).
Among the universals U1 ; : : : ; Uk are surely such describing the notions \branch
of a tree", \leaf of a tree", \trunk of a tree".
11

We distinguish beetween ontological basic axioms and domain-speci c axioms. It is
an open qestion whether any axiom concerning an ontologically basic relation should
be considered as basic. This might be true for the relation  but surely not for the
ternary relation  (x; y; z) since the universal z may be associated to a speci c domain
transmitting properties to  (x; y; z).
12 This axiom is an adaptation of the comprehension schema of ZF to the area of
urelements; the analogs of sets are situations.
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Topology. There are several possibilities to formalize topological phenomena;

here, we will take into consideration the relation of coincidence, based on the
ideas of Brentano [9] and the notion of a boundary. The relation of coincidence
pertains to boundaries. Let 1 denote the relation of concidence and b(x; y) let
mean \x is boundary of y". Let bd(x) =df 9y(b(x; y) and Ip(x; y) =df x  y ^
8z (b(z; y) ! :ov(x; z )) (interior parthood). The following axioms are discussed
in [41], [44].
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

x1x
x1y!y1x
x1y^y 1z ! x1z
b(x; y) ! Top(y)
b(x; y) ! x  y
b(x; y) ^ b(y; z ) ! b(x; z )
bd(x) ! 9y9z (b(x; y) ^ Ip(z; y))

Boundaries can be understood as surfaces of topoids; surfaces can have
boundaries which we call lines, and lines can have boundaries called points. We
introduce further relations bl (x; y) (\x is a boundary of the surface y"), bp (x; y) (\
x is a boundary of the line y"). We introduce the de nitions bdl (x) =df 9ybl (x; y),
and bdp (x; y) =df 9ybp(x; y). Then we assume following axioms:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

bl (x; y) ! bd(y)
bp (x; y) ! bdl (y)
bl (x; y) ! x  y
bp (x; y) ! x  y
x 1 y ! (bd(x) ^ bd(y)) _ (bdl (x) ^ bdl (y)) _ (bdp (x) ^ bdp (y))
The (strong) connectedness of a topoid may be de ned as follows. C (x) =df

8yz (x = y t z ^ Top(y) ^ Top(z ) ! 9rs(r  y ^ b(r; y) ^ b(s; z ) ^ s  z ^ r 1 s)).
Analogously, the connectedness of boundaries is de ned by Cs (x) =df 8yz (x =
y t z ^ bd(y) ^ bd(z ) ! 9rs(r  y ^ s  z ^ r 1 s)). Cl (x) denotes the connected-

ness predicate for lines (as boundaries of surfaces). Using the relations , b(x; y),
bl (x; y), bp (x; y) and 1 a mereotopological theory of pure topoids (topoids separated from other categories of individuals) could be developed.
If we want to integrate other categories of individuals, say substances, in
this theory then certain complications arise, and it seems that a full developed
mereo-topological theory including all kinds of individuals does not yet exist.
We discuss some of these problems for the case of substances. An individual
substance in our sense can be understood as an amount of \physical matter".13
The world of pure topoids and the world of substances are connected by a basic

13

To be more precise: an individual substance is the carrier of a physical matter,
because a physical matter has already certain qualities (moments) as gravity, density,
mass, and energy.
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relation occ(x; y) having the intuitive meaning \the individual x occupies the
topoid y".14
The following axiom seems to be plausible:

8x(Subst(x) ! 9t(Top(t) ^ occ(x; t)):
Substances may have boundaries, but the boundaries of substances are not
the same as the boundaries of their occupied topoid. Thus, we introduce a new
boundary-relation bs(x; y) having the meaning \x is a substantial boundary of
the substance y". Then, the following axiom could be acceptable;

8xtyz (Subst(x) ^ occ(x; t) ^ bs(y; x) ^ b(z; t) ! z 1 y)
The connectedness of a substance can be de ned as follows. Cn(x) =df
Subst(x) ^ 8t(occ(x; t) ! C (t)), i.e. every topoid occupied by x is connected.

This de nition can be extended to the connectedness of a boundary. In contradistinction to [39] we admit substances without connected boundaries. The
following axiom says that every connected substance has a substantial boundary
being itself connected.

8x(Subst(x) ^ Cn(x) ! 9y(bs(y; x) ^ Cn(y)):

Morphology. To describe the form of an object in [6] we adopt a relation of
congruence, denoted by , between regions whose intended meaning is: \two
regions are congruent if they have the same shape and size". For every topoid t
one could introduce a universal Ut whose instances are topoids that are congruent
with t. This would lead to a theory of shapes for pure topoids, separated from a
theory substances. The universals Ut are sub-universals of more general ones; we
are interested in particular in the universal Usp whose instances are spheres and
Ucb whose instances are cubes. A minimal sub-universal of Usp has all spheres
with the same radius as its instances.
Again, there is the problem how to connect the morphological theory of pure
topoids to the world of substances. Our approach is the following. There is a
universal Ush whose instances are shapes; shapes are understood as moments,
i.e. we have the axiom 8x(x :: Ush ! Mom(x)). Obviously, if a substance has a
shape then it has a boundary. Hence, we admit the following axiom

8xy(Subst(x) ^ y :: Ush ^ y : x ! 9z (bs(z; x))
Shapes are transmitted from substances to the topoids they occupy; we say
that a topoid t has a shape related to s if there is substance whith shape s
occupying t. Assume there is a substance s with shape a, and s moves from a
14

It seems to be that the relation occ(x,y) is assumed to draw at boundaries. A at
boundary (excluding cognitive decision) through a substance s could be de ned as
a suitable mereological partition of s which is derived from a prior partition of the
pure topoid occupied by s.
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position p1 to a position p2 , and assume that a is invariant during this movement
then the topoids occupied by s in positions p1 and p2 are congruent.15

6.3 Medicine
In the sequel we use mereotopological notions to give some hints as to how the
macroscopic anatomy of a kidney could be described. We begin with a speci cation of the used domain speci c universals and relations. The signature contains
the following universals among others: U (organ); U (human-being); U (kidney);
U (colour); U (brown reddish); U (shape).
Every kidney is an organ.
8x(x :: U (kidney) ! x :: U (organ))
Every human being has two kidneys.16
8x(x :: U (human being) ! 9uv(u 6= v ^ u :: U (kidney) ^ v :: U (kidney) ^
u  x ^ v  x).
Every kidney is a connected substance.
8x(x :: U (kidney) ! Cn(x))
We describe some notions which are important for the modelling of the
anatomic structure of human organs in general. An important property of a
boundary is its concavity or convexity. To de ne concavity and convexity one
may use the theory of pure topoids. For every connected topoid t there is a
uniquely determined minimal connected topoid s such that t  s and s is convex.
s is called the convex closure of t, denoted by convcl(t) = s. A connected topoid
t is convex if every cut through t by a plane p implies that (p u t) bd(t) is a part
of the interior of t. A part s of the boundary of a connected topoid t is said to be
convex if it coincides with a part of the convex closure convcl(t) of t. Obviously,
for every convex part s of the boundary of t there is a maximal convex part s1
of bd(t) which is connected and contains s as a part. The concave part of bd(t)
is the complement of the mereological sum of all maximal convex parts of bd(t).
The boundary of a connected topoid is the mereological sum of its convex parts
and its concave parts.
One problem is, how to de ne a cut through a connected topoid by a plane.
Here, one has to use some suitable universals whose instances are topoids with
a certain shape; possible candidates are the universals Ucb and Usp describing
cubes resp. spheres. One may, for example, select a suitable sphere s and a
suitable cube c such that s1 = s c and s2 = s u c are congruent and b(s1 ); b(s2 )
15

To make this precise one has to understand what it means that a moment is invariant
during a time period.
16 Many of the axioms in medicine are defaults, i.e they describe the normal case. The
exceptions may be treated by using non-monotonic inference systems. GOL provides
the subsystem KR1-Prolog for the formalization of non-monotonicity; systems of this
kind were proved in [22] to be very useful in medical applications.
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have maximal parts which coincide. These parts can be used as a substitute for
a plane, i.e. we may consider intersection of s1 with arbitrary connected topoids.
The boundary of a kidney is the mereological sum of its convex boundary
and its concave boundary. The convex boundary and concave boundary of a
kidney are themselves connected. The convex boundary and concave boundary
of a kidney have coincident line boundaries. The convex boundary of a kidney
is the mereological sum of its facies anterior and its facies posterior. The margo
lateralis and the margo medialis can be de ned by a suitable cut through the
kidney; this cut determines a line-boundary on the convex boundary and a lineboundary on the concave boundary.
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